The following maps show the Clery Act campus boundaries for the five UCSF Clery Act identified campuses of Mission Bay, Parnassus, Mount Zion, Benioff Children's Hospital Oakland and UCSF Fresno.

All UCSF owned or controlled property supporting UCSF's educational purposes within these boundaries is considered on-campus property under Clery Act definitions. All public property contained within these boundaries is considered UCSF's public property under Clery Act definitions.

Note that for some campuses, property within the given boundary may include private property not owned or controlled by UCSF. For example, nearly all property within the Mission Bay and Parnassus boundaries is owned/controlled by UCSF. However, much of the property within the Mount Zion boundary is private property. UCSF, per the Clery Act, is not required to report crime statistics, issue Timely Warnings, or place on the Daily Crime Log, crimes which occur on private property (e.g., not owned or controlled by UCSF) within the listed boundaries. A list of exact addresses and property within the boundaries (on-campus property), owned or controlled by UCSF, is maintained and regularly updated by the Clery Act Coordinator.

Note that these maps do not identify noncampus property which is defined as property owned or controlled by UCSF, in support of UCSF's educational purposes, frequented by students, and is NOT within the same reasonable contiguous geographic area of the five listed campus boundaries. Noncampus property has no public property component. A list of exact addresses and property comprising UCSF's noncampus property, as defined by the Clery Act, is maintained and regularly updated by the Clery Act Coordinator.

UCSF will publish a listing of all Clery Act defined crimes reported within these boundaries in the UCSF Annual Security Report statistical disclosure under either the on-campus, on-campus residence, or public property categories. All Clery Act defined crimes occurring within these boundaries will be evaluated for Crime Alerts (Timely Warnings) and issued, as deemed necessary, on a case-by-case basis. All crimes reported to UCSF PD occurring within these boundaries (and UCSF PD's patrol zones) will be included in the UCSF Clery Act Daily Crime Log. Crimes reported in these boundaries will also be evaluated for WarnMe (Emergency Notification) messages, as necessary.
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